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S5 DEADLOCK

TOTAL VEHICLE
SECURITY

Always Connected

Meta Trak S5 Deadlock is the most
comprehensive vehicle security and connectivity
system on the market. It combines advanced
immobilisation with Meta Trak’s new generation
tracking technology, 24/7 control room
monitoring and an easy-to-use app.

Take vehicle security to the next level
with Meta Trak immobilisation.

The Meta Trak smartphone app allows you
to stay connected with your vehicle, anytime
and anywhere.

24/7 control room
monitoring

ID tags

Live tracking

Unauthorised
movement alert

Low battery alert

Journey history

No ID Tag. No Start
The Starter Immobiliser arms automatically
after the engine is turned off and disarms with
the ID Tag.

Leading the Way

Lock Down From The App or Web
When Deadlock Immobilisation is activated via
the smartphone app or web, the vehicle cannot
be started, even with the ID Tag.

OBD Port Protection

For the prevention of key cloning, Meta Trak
also offers OBD Port Immobilisation via the
smartphone app or web.

Geofencing

Auto immobilisation

Deadlock
immobilisation

S5 DEADLOCK PLUS
Integrate with your vehicle’s
alarm and receive notifications
in the event of a trigger.

Developed with the latest technology, it can be
installed more covertly than ever before to avoid
detection by potential thieves. It has incredibly
low battery drain and is fully waterproof.
Meta Trak S5 Deadlock meets the strictest
insurance criteria, Category S5.

Choose Meta Trak for Total Vehicle Security
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YOUR META TRAK APPROVED INSTALLER IS

S5 DEADLOCK
Immobilisation & Tracking
Meta Trak S5 Deadlock is the most comprehensive vehicle security and connectivity
system on the market.

TOTAL VEHICLE SECURITY
Developed in response to the staggering increase in vehicle thefts,
Meta Trak S5 Deadlock combines advanced immobilisation with
Meta Trak’s new generation tracking technology, 24/7 control room
monitoring and an easy-to-use app.
Our solution works independently to your vehicle’s
standard security. It has been assessed by Thatcham
and meets their strictest approval criteria, which
means that it’s trusted by your insurance company to
offer the very best security.

Research
SECURITY CERTIFIED

WHY IS MY VEHICLE AT SUCH HIGH RISK OF THEFT?
While car makers’ techonological advances have brought you greater convenience, they have also left your
vehicle far more vulnerable to new theft methods. Worryingly, vehicle theft has hit a six year high and this
shows no sign of abating.
Using unregulated equipment bought easily and cheaply on-line, criminals can quickly bypass your car’s
standard security. Often operated by organised gangs, stolen cars are likely to be stripped by a ‘chop shop’ and
sold for parts, or driven into a shipping container and sold overseas.

The first thief [A]
picks up the signal
from the key inside
your house and
extends the signal to
the second thief [B]
by your car.
Thinking the
original key is
present, the car
opens and starts.

A
B

Having a vehicle stolen is incredibly stressful, especially when you consider the hassle of hire cars, insurance
claims and increased insurance premiums. We think that it’s worth preventing your car from being taken.
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Proud to be approved accessory supplier to

S5 DEADLOCK
META TRAK S5 DEADLOCK PROTECTS YOU FROM THE VERY
LATEST THEFT METHODS
!

RELAY ATTACK

Without ever entering your home, or touching the
car’s key, thieves are able to open and start your
vehicle and drive it away in just seconds.
Two transmitters or ‘relay’ boxes are used by the
thieves; one is held close to your car and the other
near to where you keep your key. This way, the
signal produced by your key is lengthened, fooling
the car into thinking the key is actually present.

!

OBD COMPROMISE

The thief plugs a technical device into your car’s
diagnostic socket (OBD port) and fools the vehicle
into thinking that your original key is present, or
programmes a new key.

!

KEY CLONING

A particular threat to non-keyless entry cars, your key
is cloned, or copied.

HOW IS MY VEHICLE MORE SECURE?
AUTOMATIC IMMOBILISATION
Our advanced immobilisation solution arms automatically when the engine is turned off - no need
to phone a call centre or worry that you have forgotten to arm the immobiliser. When you are
ready to drive off, simply press the ID tag to disarm the system.

REMOTE DEADLOCK IMMOBILISATION
Putting you in complete control and taking security to another level, Remote Deadlock
Immobilisation can be activated via your smartphone app or web. Once activated, the vehicle
cannot start, even with the ID tag present. Should you lose your ID tag, then you have the
reassurance of being able to disarm the system via the smartphone app.

ID TAG
If any attempt is made to move your vehicle without the ID tag present, an instant alert will be
sent to you and to our professional secure operating centre (SOC). Operating 24/7/365, the SOC will
contact you to confirm whether the movement is unauthorised and will begin tracking your vehicle
and liaising directly with the police.

ALWAYS CONNECTED
The Meta Trak smartphone app and web allow you to stay connected with your vehicle, anytime
and anywhere. Features include:
- Market leading tracking technology that delivers pin point accuracy and covers the UK and Europe

- Vehicle status updates, such as low battery, battery disconnect and service reminders
- Journey history, showing you the routes taken in the previous 30 days
- Car finder feature, which is great for locating your parked car and will guide you to the vehicle
- Geo-fence option, which alerts you if your vehicle moves in or out of a specified area, or breaches a set
speed limited
- An option to select special modes from the smartphone app, such as privacy, service or transport
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